Training Delivery

We regularly contribute to conferences and seminars as speakers and workshop facilitators.
From action learning to one to one coaching to creative group workshops across all aspects of
our core delivery, Courtney Consulting offers a range of tailored training programmes with a
specific focus on participative learning. Our training programmes are designed to empower
individuals and teams to flourish and thrive, increasing confidence and self esteem in addition to
augmented skill sets.

"More than one hundred of my members attended Emma’s workshops at the Max Marketing
Conference. Never before have I had such excellent feedback from a workshop. Emma has the
ability and flair to communicate with small business owners that simplifies marketing
communications. She gives you the education and tools that enables you use and put into
practice what you have learnt in a short space of time. I have invited Emma back to do some
more workshops with my members and I can highly recommend her as an excellent trainer.”
Katie Moore
Founder & Managing Director – Business Startup Community UK
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“With a wealth of knowledge and experience in the voluntary sector Roger Courtney has proved
to be a facilitator par excellence."
Kate Pettis M.B.E.
Chair of Council - Corrymeela Community

"Courtney Consulting provided a comprehensive introduction to the art of Public Relations
Engagement Strategy for Poached Creative's writing and communications trainees. Emma
immediately engaged the interest of trainees, who came away from her session enthused and
equipped with practical tips for beginning their own campaigns."
Jessica Smith
Director - Poached Creative
"Courtney Consulting have become a regular fixture in Film London’s training programmes for
those working in the film exhibition sector, including taking part in panel discussions, leading
workshops, mentoring or one-to-one consultations. Emma’s ability to convey the essentials of
marketing theory and brand development in a way that is engaging and accessible is invaluable,
and her creativity and enthusiasm always inspire. Bringing in Emma’s experience of working
across a variety of different artforms has definitely helped film organisations experiment and
strengthen their marketing strategies and we are delighted with the success of projects with
which she has been involved."
Rebekah Polding
Audience Development Manager - Film London
"Emma is without doubt the most popular trainer we use. Our delegates leave her seminar room
with lots of new skills, great ideas, and always a big smile. In a city full of facilitators and
consultants Emma has been a breath of fresh air – and a real find."
Sian James
Project Manager - Create KX

"I have been fortunate to have Roger Courtney as my mentor for the last few years. He has
given me advice, support and guidance during our monthly meetings; he has the valuable trait
of being a truly good listener who helps me navigate meaningful self reflection and my quest for
continuous improvement. His many skills include part counsellor, part facilitator, part role model,
part teacher; all underlined with large amounts of encouragement to think in a different ways
about issues as they arise. Personally Roger has helped me acclimatise to a new job; to reflect
on my abilities and progress to date; to keep learning and developing professionally; to set my
career and life goals. Roger has given me the tools to create a work life balance that I didn’t
think was achievable!"
Jo-Anne Watson
Fundraising Director - Corrymeela
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